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In this paper we introduce the notion of the “geometrically unibranch couple” 
(4, I), where A is a ring and I is one of its ideals. We characterize “geometrically 
unibranch couples” as those whose strict henselization is an integral domain. 
Moreover other conditions for a couple (A, I) to be “geometrically unibranch” are 
given, in terms of the localizations A,,, where I, is a prime ideal of A containing I. 
Some examples at the end illustrate the theory. 
This paper is intended as a beginning study of the “geometrical branches” 
of an affine algebraic variety along a closed subvariety in a “global” sense. 
Many authors, among whom are Greco [2] and Grothendieck [7], studied 
the geometrical branches of a variety in a point, using the strict henselization 
of the local ring of the point. Now since the notion of strict henselization of 
a couple (A,Z), where A is a ring and I is one of its ideals, is known (see 
] 12]), we use the analogous tool in our investigation. In fact in this paper we 
focus our attention only on those varieties which are “unibranch” along a 
closed subvariety. 
In Section 1 the notion of the “geometrically unibranch” (GUB) couple is 
given, with algebraic and geometric motivations, in such a way as to make it 
compatible with the notion of the GUB local ring. For a couple (A, Z) with 
A red domain, x being the integral closure of Ared, we say that it is GUB if 
the canonical morphism A/Z + @Zx is &ale-connected, namely, if for every 
itale finite and connected A/Z-algebra E, the tensor product E @,,@Zz 
remains connected. 
Then, in Section 2, a characterization of GUB couples, in terms of their 
strict henselizations, is given. Precisely we prove (in Theorem 1) that a 
couple (A, Z) such that 1 + ZAred does not contain zero-divisors is GUB if 
and only if the strict henselization Sh(Ared, ZA,,J is a domain. The previous 
result extends a classical one concerning local rings (see [ 15, p. lOO]) while 
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it is in analogy with Mora’s result concerning unibranch couples (see [ 11, 
Sect. 21). 
In Section 3 we consider a couple (A, Z) where A is a domain and 9 is the 
set of all prime ideals of A containing I, we prove (Proposition 5 and 
Corollary 2) that if A, is GUB for all p E 9, then the morphism of aftine 
schemes Spec x/Zx + Spec A/Z is a universal homeomorphism; in particular 
if A/Z is connected, then the couple (A, Z) is GUB. When A is a domain and 
p is one of its prime ideals we shall study the behaviour between the 
following properties: “Ap is a local GUB ring” and “the couple (A, p) is 
GUB.” We will prove (see Theorem 2 and Corollary 4) that A, GUB implies 
(A, p) is GUB if we put some additional hypotheses, while the converse 
statement is not true as we will show by an example. We observe that when 
A and p are respectively the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic variety V 
and the ideal associated to a subvariety W, the condition “Ap is GUB” is 
equivalent to the following: “there exists a non-empty open set U L W such 
that P,,, is GUB for all x E U.” It is still an open question as to whether we 
can get (A, p) GUB by assuming that only finitely many points of the 
subvariety W are GUB. 
In Section 4 we give some examples which illustrate the theory. All rings 
considered in this paper are commutative, with identity but not necessarily 
noetherian. We will use freely general results on commutative algebra and on 
the theory of etale algebras without detailed references to the papers and 
books of the bibliography. 
1 
We begin the section by recalling some definitions and preliminary results. 
First, the definitions of “unibranch” and “geometrically unibranch” local 
rings are given by Grothendieck; see [7, 23.2.11. 
DEFINITION 1. (a) A local ring (A, m) is said to be unibranch if 
A red = A/Nil(A) is an integral domain and the integral closure x of Ared is 
local. 
(b) A local unibranch ring (A, m) is said to be geometrically 
unibranch if the residue field k,- of 2 is a purely inseparable extension of the 
residue field k, of A. 
In the following we will use UB for “unibranch” and GUB for 
“geometrically unibranch” and we shall denote by an overbar the integral 
closure of the associated reduced ring in its total ring of fractions. 
It is known (see for instance [ 15, p. 1001) that a reduced local ring (A, m) 
is UB (resp. GUB) if and only if the henselization (resp. the strict 
henselization) with respect to the maximal ideal is an integral domain. 
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In his paper Mora [ 1 l] has introduced the notion of UB couple, which 
extends the previous result on local UB rings. We can summarize Mora’s 
results by the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (A, I) be a couple and S = 1 + I. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) h(A, I) is an integral domain and S does not contain zero-divisors. 
(ii) A is an integral domain and x/Ix is connected. 
(iii) A is locally an integral domain with finitely many minimal prime 
ideals, A-/Ix is connected and S does not contain zero-divisors. 
In the particular case I E Rad A we get the previous equivalence without 
the condition “S does not contain zero-divisors.” 
Proof. See 111, Theorems 2.13 and 2.141. 
The definition of UB couple introduced by Mora is the following: 
DEFINITION 2. The couple (A, I) is said to be UB if (Ared, IAred) 
satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1. 
Now, with the same notation, we give the following: 
DEFINITION 3. The couple (A,I) is said to be GUB if Ared is a domain 
and the canonical morphism A/I +x/I,? is &ale-connected, that is, if for 
every &ale finite connected extension E of A/I the tensor product 
E @JAI, x/Ix remains connected. 
Remark 1. From the definitions it follows immediately that: 
(i) Any GUB couple is UB. 
(ii) If (A, I) is GUB, then A/I is connected. This is an easy conse- 
quence of the condition “x/Ix connected” since Spec A/I is homeomorphic 
to Spec A/Izn A and A/Ixn A is embedded in x/IJ. 
(iii) The couple (A, I) is GUB if and only if (Ared, IA,,,) is GUB. 
This follows by observing that the couple (A/I, n + I/I) is Hensel and the 
Gruson’s theorem (see [8, Theorem 71) establishes an equivalence of 
categories between the &tale finite and connected A/I-algebras and the itale 
finite and connected A,,,/IA,,,-algebras. Notice that connectedness is 
preserved in the passage from A/I-algebras to A,,d/IA,,,-algebras since we 
factor by nilpotent elements. 
(iv) If (A, I) is GUB, then (A1+l, IA, +,) is GUB; the converse holds if 
S’= 1 i-IA,,, does not contain zero-divisors. Put S = 1 + I; we have 
(S-IA),,, = SelAred and hence (S-‘A)red is a domain; moreover the integral 
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closure of S-‘Ared is ,!-‘A and therefore S-‘,&/ZS-‘A=~/Z~ as 
S-‘A/IS-IA = A/Z. 
Remark 2. The definition of the GUB couple (A,Z) can have the 
following geometrical meaning. 
Let A be the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic variety V over an 
algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic and let Z be the ideal 
which defines an algebraic closed subset Z g I’, by hypothesis connected. 
Finally let p: I% V be the normalization of V and Z’ =p-l(Z), the closed 
subset corresponding to Z in the normalization. When we say that the couple 
(A, I) is GUB it means that for every etale-connected covering I!.+ Z the 
fiber product U xz Z’ has to remain connected, though not necessarily 
irreducible. 
Now we want to show that our definition of a GUB couple is compatible 
with the definition of a GUB local ring. For this we need the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let k be any field. The algebraic extension K of k is 
purely inseparable if and only iffor every finite and separable extension k, of 
k, the tensor product k, Ok K is a jield. 
Proof. Let us suppose that K is a purely inseparable extension of k and 
k, is any finite and separable extension of k. By [ 17, Corollary 2, p. 1981 it 
follows that i? = k, Ok K is a domain and that E is a field since K is 
Artinian. 
Conversely if a is any element in K separable over k, the extension k(a) is 
a finite separable extension of k. The canonical morphism 
k(a) Ok k(a) -+ k(a) Ok K induced by the embedding k(a) + K is integral and 
then k(a) Ok k(a) is a field along with k(a) Ok K. By this it follows that 
k = k(a) as required. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (A, m) be a local ring. Then (A, m) is a GUB local 
ring if and only if (A, m) is GUB as a couple. 
Proof. If (A, m) is a GUB local ring, we have only to prove that the 
morphism A/m = k-+x/&= B is &ale-connected. By hypothesis, B is a 
local integral k-algebra. Let k, be any finite and separable extension of k; we 
have to prove that k, ok B = B’ is connected. If m8 is the maximal ideal of 
B, we have B’/m,B’ = k, Ok FB, where I& is the residue field of B. By 
Proposition 2 it follows that m,B’ is a maximal ideal and B’ is local since 
mgB’ c Rad B’. 
Conversely, with the same notation as above, we get that B and B’ are 
both connected, for every finite and separable extension k, of k. Moreover 
dim B = 0 since B is integral over k. If B is noetherian, it will have a finite 
number of maximal ideals m, ,..., m,; then Bred = ni=, B/mi from which one 
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deduces that Bred is a field and so x must be local like B. By base-change the 
same reasoning can be repeated for the k,-algebra B’, getting that B’ is local 
too. By applying Proposition 2 again it will follow that the residue field sof 
x is purely inseparable over k. If B is not noetherian, we can consider it as a 
direct limit of sub-k-algebras Bi finitely generated; so the Bi’s are noetherian 
and by repeating the same arguments we get the conclusion. 
2 
In this section we want to characterize the geometrically unibranch 
couples in terms of their strict henselizations. 
First of all we need to find out when a morphism o: A -+ B of reduced 
rings is such that if ,? is the integral closure of A, then 2 @A B is the integral 
closure B of B. Notice that under noetherian hypotheses this property is true 
when the morphism is normal (see [3, Proposition 1 I). Always in the 
noetherian case making weaker hypotheses on the morphism, one has to put 
stronger conditions on the rings (see [4, Sect. 31). 
We are interested in the previous property when the morphism o: A -+ B is 
itale and the rings are not necessarily noetherian. For this we have the 
following: 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a reduced ring with finitely many minimal prime 
ideals and let p,: A + B be an &tale morphism. If A- is the integral closure of 
A, then xOa B is the integral closure I? of B. 
Proof. We recall that if C is a reduced ring with finitely many minimal 
primes, the total ring of fractions of C is a finite product of fields; this 
follows immediately by observing that the subset of zero-divisors in C is 
exactly the union of all minimal primes; see [9, Example 13, p. 63 1. 
Let S, T be the sets of non-zero divisors and let K, L be the total rings of 
fractions of A, B, respectively. From the above observation both K and L are 
products of a finite number of fields. In fact since B is &ale over A it is 
reduced and only finitely many primes in B can lie above any prime ideal of 
A (see [ 15, Cap. III $5, Proposition 11); moreover by flatness, minimal 
primes in B contract to minimal primes in A. By flatness again we have the 
canonical embeddings B C. B @A 2 q B @A K 4 L and by [ 3, Lemma 1 ] 
L is the total ring of fractions of B aA K and then of B @,A. But B aa 2 
being &ale over 2, it is normal and then it is integrally closed in L, by 
[5, Proposition 6.5.2.1. Therefore, if B is the integral closure of B in L, we 
have g c B Bax. Finally since B @A 2 is integral over B we get B = B @,., A. 
Now we look at the behaviour between the following properties: “the 
couple (A, I) is GUB” and “for every etale finite extension B of A the couple 
(B, IB) is UB.” The link we know is expressed by the following: 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let (A, I) be a GUB couple such that S’ = 1 + IAred 
does not contain zero-divisors. Then for every A-algebra B, which is an &tale 
finite extension of A with B/IB connected, the couple (B, IB) is UB. 
Proof. After Remark l(iii, iv) we can assume without loss of generality 
that A is reduced and Z E Rad A. Thus by Proposition 3 it follows easily that 
BfIi? = B/IB @a,,x/Ix and therefore B/I8 is connected, since B/IB is a 
finite &ale and connected A/I-algebra. Moreover B must be connected as 
IFS Rad B. By [ 12, Corollary 2 to Lemma 1 ] it follows that B is a domain 
and so the couple (B,ZB) is UB. 
Remark 3. If (A, I) is a couple and we denote by ‘(A, Z) its henselization, 
in general, it is not true that the A-algebra hA is etale over A and so we 
cannot apply the result of Lemma 1 to the morphism A + hA. But, as we are 
going to see in the next lemma, we will do it in same special case we will 
need later. 
LEMMA 2. Let (A, I) be a couple and h(A, I) its henselization. If (A, I) 
is a GUB couple, then h(A, I) is GUB too. The converse holds if 
S’ = I + IArcd does not contain zero-divisors. 
Proof. In both the implications we can assume that A and hA are 
domains since h(Al,d) = (hA),ed and S’ does not contain zero-divisors. Then 
it is easy to repeat the same proof given in Lemma 1 getting 
(%) = hA @A A= hx since hx is a normal domain and hence it is integrally 
closed in the field of fractions of hA. Now the claim follows easily by the 
above result and the canonical isomorphism A/I = hAlIhA. 
Now for the reader’s convenience we recall the definition of strict 
henselization of a couple (A, I) given in my paper [ 121. 
DEFINITION 4. Let (A, I) be a couple with A/I connected and let Q’ be a 
separable closure of A/I. 
We say that the extension (B, .Z) of (A, Z) is a strict henselization of (A, Z) 
if 
(a) (B, J) is an Hensel couple such that B/J = 0’. 
(b) For every strictly henselian extension (C, K) of (A, Z) and for 
every morphism 8’ + C/K such that the diagram 
(AZ) -(B,J)- 0’ 
l(&)- & 3 
is commutative, there exists a unique morphism (B, J) + (C, K) by which the 
entire diagram is commutative. 
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Notice that when we say “the couple (B, J) is an extension of (A, Z)” that 
means that the morphism A -+ B is injective and ZB sJ. 
We showed that the couple (B,.Z) can be obtained, up to isomorphisms, by 
taking first the henselization “(A, Z) of the couple (A, Z) and then its 
separable closure. 
We showed too that (B, J) can be obtained as the direct limit of the direct 
system {Bilier of the ‘A-algebras Bi which are etale finite and connected. 
Finally we are now ready to prove the main theorem in this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let (A, I) be a couple, S’ = 1 + ZAred and consider the 
following two conditions: 
(1) (A, I) is a GUB couple. 
(2) Sh(4ed~ ZAred) is a domain. 
Then (1) +- (2). The converse holds if S’ does not contain zero-divisors (in 
particular if Z E Rad A). 
Proof: After Remark I(iii) we may assume A reduced. 
(1) + (2) Set B = hA; it follows by Lemma 2 that the couple (B, ZB) is 
GUB. As we have just recalled, the strict henselization of the couple can be 
obtained as the direct limit of the itale finite and connected B-algebras Bt’s. 
Taking one of the BI)s it follows that (Bi, ZBi) is an Hensel couple since Bi is 
finite over B and moreover B,/ZB, is connected, otherwise we could lift to Bi 
the non-trivial idempotents, while Bi is connected. By Proposition 4 the 
couple (Bi, ZBi) is UB and then Bi is a domain. A direct limit of domains is 
a domain and so Sh(A, Z) is a domain. 
(2) 3 (1) We have only to prove that the morphism A/Z+ x/Ix is 
&tale-connected. By Lemma 2 again we may assume that the couple (A, Z) is 
Hensel. Let E, be any &ale finite and connected A/Z-algebra. By Gruson’s 
Theorem (see [S, Theorem 11, E, can be lifted to an itale finite A-algebra E 
which must be connected too because (E, ZE) is Hensel; this implies 
ZE c Rad E and we know that in the radical non-trivial idempotents are not 
allowed. By this we deduce that E is embedded in “hA since ShA is a 
faithfully flat E-algebra (see [ 12, Sect. 3, property 1 I). It follows that E is a 
domain and hence E is a domain too. Moreover it is easy to see that 
i?/ZE = E_O aA,, x/Ix, and since (Z?, ZJ?) is Hensel and Z? is a domain we have 
that E/ZE is connected, whence our claim. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (A, Z) be a couple, where A is a domain. Then (A, Z) 
is a GUB couple f and only if sh(A, Z) is a domain. 
Remark 4. The previous result is the generalization of a similar one on 
local rings, given by Grothendieck; see for instance [ 15, Chap. IX]. 
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Greco in his paper [2] has proved that in local case A GUB is equivalent 
to the condition that any local &ale finite A-algebra B is UB. We do not 
know, at the moment, if in our generalization to the couples, the condition 
“(A, Z) GUB” is equivalent to the following one: “for every &ale finite 
extension B of A the couple (B, ZB) is UB.” We have proved, in fact, an 
implication only one way; see Proposition 4. 
3 
In this section we want to compare the property for a couple (A, Z) to be 
GUB with the one that the localizations A, at prime ideals p of A containing 
Z are GUB too. 
We begin by proving the following: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (A, I) be a couple with A a domain and .Y be the 
set of all prime ideals p of A containing I. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) A,isGUBforallpE.?“. 
(2) The morphism of afJine scheme I+O: Spec A-/Ix+ Spec A/Z induced 
by the canonical homomorphism A/Z + XfZx is a universal homeomorphism, 
namely it is a homeomorphism which remains such after any base-change 
Y + Spec A/Z. 
Moreover if A is a Jacobson ring (e.g., the coordinate ring of an a&e 
algebraic variety over any field k) the above are equivalent to 
(3) A,,, is GUB for all m E Max A, m 2 I. 
Proof The equivalence (1 j o (2) can be obtained by adapting the 
reasoning done in [7, Lemma 23.2.21, by which it is easy to see that A, is 
GUB for all p E .? if and only if ~1 is bijective with purely inseparable 
residue field extensions. By [5, Chap. I, Propositions 3.6.1 and 3.7.11 it 
follows that v, is universally bijective; to conclude it is enough to remark that 
integral morphisms are preserved by base-change and that integral 
morphisms are closed; see [6, Proposition 6.1.5 and 6.1.101. The last 
equivalence follows by [2, Proposition 1.61. 
By the above we get easily the following: 
COROLLARY 2. Let (A, I) be a couple with A a domain and A/Z 
connected, then iffor all p E 9 the local ring A, is GUB, it follows that the 
couple (A, I) is GUB. 
We want now to point out a result by which an integral morphism of 
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schemes is a universal homeomorphism if it is an &ale homeomorphism. 
Precisaly we have 
PROPOSITION 6. Let 9: X-+ Y be an integral morphism of schemes. If 
U xX Y + U is a homeomorphism for any &ale U -+ Y, then a, is a universal 
homeomorphism. 
Proof By the hypothesis we get that v, is a homeomorphism. As we saw 
in the proof of Proposition 5 it is enough to show that the residue field 
extensions are purely inseparable. Since open immersions are etale and 
compositions of &ale are still etale (see [ 16, Proposition 4.6, Exp. 11, we 
may assume that X and Y are both affine, that is, X = Spec B and 
Y=SpecA, and that the morphism a, is induced by the ring homeomorphism 
f: A + B. For any y E Y there exists an x E X such that y = p(x) and we 
have to prove that the residue extension k(y) z k(x) is purely inseparable. 
Let us suppose that there exists a separable extension K of k(y) such that 
k(j) g K c k(x). Then there exists an &ale A-algebra A’ and y’ E Spec A’ 
such that in the morphism Spec A’ -+ Spec A y’ i-‘-v and k(y’) = K. By the 
assumption the itale homomorphism B + A’ @,A B induces a homeo- 
morphism on the spectra. But factoring by p, c A and taking the fractions 
such homeomorphism has to be preserved and this is equivalent to saying 
that kb’) Oktyl k(x) is a field. But by construction kCy’) OkCyJ k(x) 3 
k@‘) @,+,)k(y’) and hence necessarily K = k@‘) = k(y), since K is separable 
over k(y). 
By applying the previous result we can get weaker equivalent conditions in 
Proposition 5. Precisely, we have 
COROLLARY 3. Using the same hypotheses and notation as in 
Proposition 5, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A, is GUBfor all p E .F. 
(2) The morphism p: Spec A-/Ix+ Spec A/I is an &ale homeo 
morphism, that is, a, is a homeomorphism which remains such after any &ale 
base-change. 
Now let us consider a domain A and one of its prime ideal p. In such a 
situation it is interesting to study the behaviour between the following 
properties: “Ap is a local GUB ring” and “the couple (A, p) is GUB.” 
In the case where A is the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic variety V 
and p is the prime ideal corresponding to the generic point of an irreducible 
closed subvariety W, the first property is equivalent to “there exists a no 
empty open set U z W such that P,,, is GUB for all x E V’; see 
[2, Proposition 1.61. 
From this point of view we have the following: 
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THEOREM 2. Let (A, p) be a UB couple with A a domain and p a prime 
ideal in A. If A, is GUB and the separable closure of A/p is a domain, then 
(A, p) is CUB. 
Proof. We put respectively C = ‘(A, p) and B = Sh(A, p). By Theorem 1 
it is sufficient to prove that B is a domain. Thus since the separable closure 
a’ of A/p is isomorphic to B/pB (see [ 12, Proposition VII]), we get that 
pB = 7, is a prime ideal in B. By the faithful flatness of A + C and C-+ B it 
follows: 8 n A = p and pC = p’ = 13 f7 C. But by [ 13, proof of Theorem 31, 
we have that A, and B, have isomorphic strict henselizations. Hence ShBll is 
a domain and B, is also a domain. Moreover since B is an integral extension 
of C we get B,= B,,, by [ 1, Chap. 5, 2, Proposition 21. Finally since 
S’ = C - p’ does not contain zero-divisors, we can conclude that the 
morphism B + B,, is injective and so B is a domain. 
Remark 5. Later we will give an example of a GUB couple (A, p), with 
separable closure of A/p a domain, such that A, is not GUB. Thus the 
implication between the properties considered in the above theorem is strict. 
Since the separable closure of a normal domain is still a normal domain, 
we have immediately the following: 
COROLLARY 4. Let (A, p) be a UB couple with A a domain and p a 
prime ideal in A such that A/p is normal. Thus if A, is GUB, then the couple 
(A, p) is CUB. 
We observe that the above corollary can be proved in a more elementary 
way without using the strict henselization. For this we recall first a well- 
known lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let R be an integrally closed domain with quotient field K 
and L be a purely inseparable extension of K. If S is an integral extension of 
R contained in L, then the canonical morphism q’: Spec S+ Spec R is a 
universal homeomorphism. 
Proof. If char K = 0, then R = S and we have nothing to prove. 
Otherwise rp is clearly surjective. To prove that o is injective let p, 
q E Spec S be such that p f-7 R = q n R. If x E p, then xp’ E K and xp’ is 
integral over R so that xp’ E R. Thus xp’ E p n R z q by which p & q; by 
reversing the role of p and q we get the opposite inclusion. Moreover let 
p E Spec R and p’ be the prime ideal of S above it; if X E S/p’, with the 
same argument as above, we obtain Zp” E R/p. It follows that k(p’)/k(p) is 
purely inseparable. 
Proof of Corollary 4. Since A,, is GUB, we have that Ap= (A,) is a local 
ring whose residue field L is purely inseparable over k, the residue field of 
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A,. Moreover as the couple (A, p) is UB we have that x/px is connected and 
since it is also irreducible, we get that L is the quotient field of the domain 
mJ4red * By the lemma we have that A/p + (x/p,&, is a universal 
homeomorphism and hence (A, p) is GUB. 
4 
In this final section we want to give some examples of the above theory. 
Let us start by considering the affine surface S E k3 whose equation is 
XY* - Z2 = 0, where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. 
Such a surface has been considered by Greco; see [2, Rem. 1.91. It can be 
obtained by gluing the affine XY-plane along the points of the X-axis 
symmetric respect to the origin; see [14, Example 1, p. 561. It is easy to 
verify that S contains the double line r: Y = Z = 0. We can also write S in 
the parametric form putting: X = iJ2, Y = I’, Z = UV. Then if A is the coor- 
dinate ring of S and p is the prime ideal corresponding to the line r, we have 
A = k[U’, V, UF’] and p = (I’, I@‘) A. It is easy to see that the field of 
fractions of A is k(U, v) and the integral closure x of A in k(U, v) is 
A= k[U, I’]; then we get pz= (V, UV) k[U, V] = (I’) k[U, V] and hence 
X/px = k[ U, V]/(V) k[ U, V] = k[ U]. By the above computations it follows 
that the couple (A, p) is UB and that A/p = k[U’] = k[X], that is, A/p is 
isomorphic to the affine line A:. 
Now we have to distinguish different cases as the characteristic ranges. 
E, : char k = 0. The UB couple (A, p) considered above gives an 
example of a GUB couple, such that A, is UB but not GUB. 
Indeed, as a consequence of Hurwitz’ theorem (see [ 10, Example f, p. 42]), 
we have that the affine line over k is simply connected, in the sense it has no 
non-trivial etale coverings. So, by recalling Definition 3, it is trivial to 
conclude that (A, p) is GUB. In this case, by direct computation (see 
[2, Rem. 1.9]), one proves that: 
(1) the origin 0 is the only GUB point of r, while in any point 
u # 0 there are locally two geometric branches because in char k # 2 the 
morphism Spec k[ U] + Spec k[U*] is 2-1, in every point different from the 
origin; 
(2) the local ring A, is UB (same reference) but it is not GUB as a 
consequence of [ 2, Proposition 1.61. 
E, : char k = 2. The couple (A, p ) is GUB, but A/p is not simply con- 
nected. 
In this case it is easy to verify that all the points of the line r are GUB. By 
Corollary 2 the couple (A, p) is GUB but now A/p = k[X] is not simply 
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connected: for instance the algebra E = k[X] [ T]/(T’ + T + X) is an etale- 
connected non-trivial covering of k[X], because T* + T + X is irreducible 
and its derivative is 1. We want to note that the covering k[X] + E is “wildly 
ramified at the co.” Hence there is not contradiction with Hurwitz’ theorem. 
E,: An example of a UB couple which is not GUB. 
Let us suppose char k # 2. We consider the above surface S to which we 
keep off the section with the plane X = 0. In other words we consider the 
surface S’ whose coordinate ring is A’ = [k[X, Y, Z]/(XY* - Z’)],. Let us 
put I’ = IA’. Recalling the parametric form considered in E, we have A’ = 
kl U*, V, fJV]uz, A’=k[U, Vjli2= k[U, VI,, A’/Z’A’=k[U21u2, and 
A’/Z’ii’ = klU](,z = k[U],. 
By the above computations it is easy to see that the couple (A’, Z’) is UB. 
If we consider the &ale A’/Z’-algebra E = k[U2],2[T]/(T2 - U’), then 
T* - U* = T2 - X is irreducible in k[ U21u2, which is a PID, and so T* - X is 
prime in k[U21u2[T]. Thus E is an &ale finite and connected ,4,/Z’ - algebra. 
But E@,,,,,A’/Z’A’=k[U]u[T]/(T2- U*)=k[U].[T]/(T- U)x k[U],[T]/ 
(T + u> and E does not satisfy the requirements of the definition of a GUB 
couple. Now we construct an example of a couple (A, p) such that A, is 
GUB while (A, p) is not even UB. 
E 4. Let us consider the surface V E k4 obtained by gluing the points 
P(-1, 0) and Q(1, 0) of an affine XY-plane. The coordinate ring A of V is 
k[XY, Y, X2 - 1, X(X’ - 1)] and its normalization is the affine XY-plane, as 
one can see in [ 14, p. 501. Let Z7: F + V be the projection morphism, where 
v is the normalization of V, and r be any line in the plane containing P but 
not Q. If p is the prime ideal corresponding to the closed irreducible subset 
ZZ(r) g V, then the couple (A, p) is not even UB, while A, is clearly GUB. 
Remark 6. It is easy to see that the couple just considered satisfies all 
the condition of Theorem 2 and Corollary 4, so we cannot omit there the 
hypothesis “(A, p) is UB.” 
To conclude we give an example of a GUB couple (A, p) such that A, is 
not even UB. Compare this result with the one in E,. 
E Let us consider the surface V c k3 obtained by gluing the X- and 
Y-axes” of an affine XY-plane. The coordinate ring A of V is 
k[X + Y, XY, X*Y] and the normalization is the affme XY-plane (see 
[ 14, Example 1, p. 501). This surface has Y = Z = 0 as a double line. But as 
one can see in [ 141 the ideal p corresponding to the line is such that 
A/p = k[X]. Th us if char k = 0 the couple (A, p) is GUB, since k[X] is 
simply connected, while in the normalization above the ideal p we get two 
distinct prime ideals which correspond to the distinct lines X and Y. 
Remark 7. It is still open the following question: In the case (A, p) is the 
couple associated to an affine algebraic variety V and a closed subvariety W, 
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can one prove that the couple (A, p) is GUB by assuming that only finitely 
many points of the subvariety W are GUB? We got (A, p) GUB by 
assuming that 8,,, is GUB for all x E W (Proposition 5) and with 
additional hypotheses when b,,, is GUB for all the points of a no empty 
open set UE W (Theorem 2 and Corollary 4). 
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